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13 reasons why it may have come to an end after four seasons in June, but the controversy surrounding it will never die. Selena Gomez defended 13 reasons why and opened up about her mental health journey in a new interview with Allure, published on Wednesday, Sept. And the actor made it clear: she has no regrets about the fact
that she produced the show. The hit Netflix series caused many controversy during its four years of treatment for mental illness, from the suicide scene to a lack of viewer warnings and resources for viewers. The controversy was so heated, the highly discussed suicide scene of the first season was eventually edited more than two years
after its premiere. In her new interview, Gomez addressed the controversy by calling the show one of the highest achievements of her career because of its impact among viewers. Whether uncomfortable or not, deemed inappropriate or not, it has led to conversation, she said. And I feel like it was important for me to do that. 13 reasons
why on many taboo topics, including suicide, rape, sexual identity, and the importance of mental health – all topics that mean a lot to Gomez. The star has opened up about her mental health journey, revealing in April to fellow Disney alum Miley Cyrus that she was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. After years of going through a lot of
different things, I realized that I was bipolar, she told Cyrus. I wanted to know all about it and it was fear away. In her new interview, Gomez said she was still treating her diagnosis, but was proud of how far she had come. I have always had so many different emotions and I didn't know how to control them pretty well, she said. It was
complicated. But I think I'm glad to understand it. When I did learn more about who I was, I was proud. I also felt comfortable knowing that I wasn't alone and I was going to get through it. Gomez has repeatedly talked about her physical and mental health, including her battle with Lupus, which requires a kidney transplant, and her resulting
bouts of anxiety and depression. And she has promised to continue talking about it. I will always be passionate about it, she told Allure. This is something I will continue to talk about. Celebrity beauty budgets are not exactly at our level. This summer Kylie Jenner was reported to have dropped $1,200 on a casual trip to Sephora. This
spring, Gwyneth Paltrow's daily skin care bill was found to cost up to $737. We will give you a second process. Understandably, we are quite excited when we find out that celebrity favorite products are actually affordable. Recently we discovered that Selena Gomez, in particular, has more budget friendly essentials than the average
celebrity, in fact, a significant portion of her favorite skincare, makeup, and hair products can be found in Ulta for $30 Less. If all it takes to reach Gomez's goddess level is a $30 trip to Ulta, we knew we had to warn the public. So, we rounded up the list of such products, Gomez not only recommends, but personally uses reg. Keep
scrolling to find nine amazing products Selena Gomez would snag at Ulta! Skincare Olay Regenerist Luminous brightening Foam cleaning $10 $9 Shop Gomez is an Olay fanatic, a feature she inherited from her glowy-skinned mother and grandmother. As she explained into Gloss, My nanna is... her late 50s now, [and] she has taken care
of her skin for as long as I can remember. Gomez recalls her nanna washing her face with oil olay and moisturizing every night before going to bed. When my mom hit about 21, my nanna started giving her old Olay products, kind of like hand-me-downs, Gomez said. Even when my mom tries new things, she always goes back to Olay.
And it's work because my mom has the most incredible, beautiful skin. EOS Shaver Cream $4 Shop Most pharmacy shaving creams are packed with causing chemicals and offer formulas that neither protect your skin from shaver burn nor allow you to get the nearest shaving. Selena's go-to shaving product is still affordable, but its natural
formula and silky texture makes it a standout. I shave with Eos moisturizing shaving cream, which is nice because it's not too thick, she said into Gloss. This cream is administered with natural conditioning oils. It's also free of foam, so you can shave wet or dry, and come in dreamy smells like vanilla and lavender-jasmine. Body Shop Spa
from the world's French lavender massage oil $20 Shop banish highlight Selena Gomez's way with this $20 spa bottle. In my room, I always have fresh flowers and essential oils, I will have lavender or lemongrass, it just depends on what we feel about that day, she told InStyle. But I like to keep everything calm. Try this lavender massage
oil to relax after a long, stressful day. Bioré Deep Cleansing Pore Strips $8 Shop These tried-and-true pore strips are another of Gomez's affordable skin care essentials. [These] make me feel really accomplished when I get them... plus they work! she told Yahoo Beauty. Makeup Anastasia Beverly Hills Eyeshadow Single $12 Shop
Gomez's Revival Tour makeup artist, Melissa Murdick, shared a mini-tutorial on Instagram, showing you how to achieve the singer's '60s-inspired eye makeup look. Shimmery, copper cover is the key. Use medium copper eye shadow on the cover and on the burmem of the eye in an elongated shape, Murdick says. To add more
definitions, use a slightly deeper shadow on the outer corner and in the crea keep. Now we can all look as good as Selena. Burt's Bees BB Cream SPF $15 $15 Shop According to Allure, Burt's Bees are Gomez's favorite pharmacy At the 2016 Oscars, her makeup artist Hung Vanngo used BB cream and lipstick Tide ($10) to achieve a
glowy, feminine look. Lancôme Hypnose Waterproof Mascara $28 Shop Selena Gomez Lashes are less like mortal human lashes and more like a dark, voluminous fringe of the superior species. Even if you are not so lucky (hi, us!), you can get pretty close to layering this Gomez approved mascara. It's absolutely amazing, she told
Seventeen Magazine. It doesn't work at all. And it is waterproof, and it remains turned on. We loved the hotel. Hair you have to step brick and mortar Ulta to get your hands on Gomez's ride-or-die hairskry (which is no longer available online). But it will be worth the trip. On the tour, Gomez relies on Pantene's Airspray Hairspray ($5) to
block her curls instead. I'd say we'll go through about a quarter of the bottle [of each show] because I've sprayed it before, after, and throughout, Gomez told InStyle. Gomez's on-tour hairstylist showed us how to achieve her long lasting curls. Selena preps for hair by spraying this stuff all over. Then she applies the product to each section
of the hair when she curls. When the style is finished, she hits it with one last coat in the final hold. AG Hair Care Keratin Repair Reconstruct Intense Anti-Breakage Mask $34 Shop Gomez owes her thick, glossy hair masks like this one from AG, which she covers at her ends and leaves for the night. [My hair] goes through a lot every day,
but I try to keep it healthy, she said in a Vogue interview. I must admit, it can get a little dead on the ends. I like to leave the conditioner for the night sometimes–I'll wrap it up and let it sit. This AG mask is packed with shea butter, keratin amino acids and silk proteins to soften and heal damaged strands. You want your hair to look like
Selena? We rounded up her best hairstyles so far. Selena Gomez, like most young people, has gone through her fair share of ups and downs. But as Gomez has lived her life under a microscope for over a decade, she has been forced to cope with her trials and tribulations on a massive stage. Boasting 173 million followers on Instagram
alone, there are no small amounts of people invested in her life. For this reason, Gomez has countless fans who are worried about her well-being. Selena Gomez | Tibrina Hobson/Getty Images Selena Gomez has gone through a lot, despite her youth over the past five years, Gomez has gone through her fair share of life without changing
situations. She had a toxic relationship, struggled with her autoimmune disease, Lupus, received a life-saving kidney transplant, struggled with depression and anxiety, and was diagnosed with bipolar disorder. In the midst of all this, Gomez was still making music, acting, producing, modeling, and designing. Selenators are in love with how
vulnerable a friend of the singer is to be one of that Gomez is such a household name is because of her ever-present vulnerability. She many of her personal and professional problems. This vulnerability is what makes this Stars Dance singer relatable to so many people around the world. In fact, many people feel defensive over 27 years
old because of how candid she is. Many Selenators (Gomez's fans) believe she is more of a friend or family member than simply a celebrity that they admire. In a recent conversation with Amy Schumer in Interview Magazine, Schumer and Gomez discussed Gomez's influence on her many fans. Schumer shared that Gomez was very well
loved and her kindness and vulnerability caused people to be very protective over her. Schumer also admitted that she is often worried about Waverly Place Alum Wizards. I think people are worried about you. I'm worried about you. If we were worried about you? the comedian questioned. Why the Rare Beauty founder doesn't want fans
to worry about her Gomez shared that people shouldn't worry about her. She admitted that although she has very difficult times, these times do not define her or her life. No. I've gone through some really hard stuff, and because of those moments, whether I liked it or not, the picture was painted in my life. It was scary because I didn't want
it to affect my career, she shared. Gomez went on to say that in the past, her personal life often seeped over to her career. This is something that she has tried to fight lately. It got out of control when I was super young. I think it showed people that I was weak at some moments and that I was in trouble. Some people just get off to building
people up and then trying to bring them down, the 27-year-old multimillionaire added. Gomez has learned to cope with the bad days the actress continued to share that she has learned how to deal with her difficult moments. In addition, she has coping mechanisms to ensure that her personal life doesn't affect her career so much
anymore. I think what I mean is that people worry about me because I've had some problems in the past. And it's kind, that is. But I'm fine. I deal with what I deal with, and if I feel like I'm having a rough week or I'm not up to anything to do, I don't do it, Gomez finished. We're sure Selenators will continue to worry about being a fave, but it's
probably convincing to hear that she's doing just fine. Fine.
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